
Raceceivers, Packages & Accessories 
 
Fusion+   
 
 The Fusion+ is everything you need,  1-way radio, battery operated, not water resistant.  Some 
of the outboarders have complained they can’ t hear their engine due to the earbuds.  Battery 
lasts at least a weekend with available earbud upgrades / replacements.  You have to add an 
earbud or helmet speakers which you may already have.  This Raceceiver model has everything 
you need, but is the baseline offering.  A great starter system Priced at $99.95 (Raceceiver only) 
plus shipping at cost via USPS.  Packages are available at additional cost. 
 
 

 
Element  w/Custom Package (best, shown) 
 
This is a 1-way, water resistant unit, that is rechargeable via a USB cable.  The earbuds are 
replaced by custom earmolds  made to fit your ear canal exactly.  They also prevent most 
engine noise from being heard.  Ideal for engine forward inboards where noise is a problem.  
My experience in the Lauterbach Special says this is the unit to have but not everyone needs it.  
Price $129.95 (Raceceiver only) plus shipping at cost via USPS.  Custom Package Price $279.90 
plus shipping at cost via USPS. 

 
Legend+  w/Semi-Pro Package (shown) 
 
The Legend+ is similar to the Fusion+ but is a 2-way radio, battery operated, not water 
resistant.  This is the unit that allows your shore observer to be giving you instructions on your 
selected channel, but the Referee preset channel has priority override.  The Legend+ will 
function as a 1-way receiver or it can be a 2 frequency, 2-way radio when used with your 
personal 2-way shore/driver radio system (shown).  Price $109.95 (Raceceiver only) plus 
shipping at cost via USPS.  Note: The basic price is only $10 more than its 1-way counterpart 
(Fusion+).  Legend+ w/Semi-Pro Package (shown) is $144.95 



 
Fusion+ w/Helmet Speakers (shown) 
 
Helmet speakers Velcro/tape to the inside of your helmet allowing you to still hear your engine.  
(These were especially designed for Bill Edwards, #1937.  As we all know it is a very difficult 
engine to hear.)  Probably the best option for most outboarders.  Price $124.90 (Fusion+ 
w/Helmet Speakers) plus shipping at cost via USPS.   The helmet speakers alone are $29.95 plus 
shipping at cost via USPS. 

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
Notes:  
- The Raceceivers are available  individually or in various accessory packages.  All accessory 
upgrades, shown in any of these pictures, are also available separately.  If you wish to purchase 
or discuss anything, please give us a call.  The custom earmolds are one of the items you might 
want to add later, and can be sourced from many places.  For club usage, Raceceiver has a 
200pc. bag of replacement earbud foam covers to maintain sanitary conditions, if the units are 
to be shared from heat to heat.  For additional product information you can browse the 
Raceceiver website at: http://raceceiver.com/index.aspx 
 
-  The FVRC is a Raceceiver authorized supplier and must sell their products at the prices shown on their website.  
This is true for all of their suppliers. 
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